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  Dated:   30.08.2004 
 
Subject:- Methodology for checking/replacing of electricity meters by 

Licensee. 
 
   In view of the HERC order dated 29.01.2004, the following 
guidelines in the matter of replacement of electricity meters are issued:- 
 

1. Whenever the meter for an electricity connection is purchased and 
provided by the consumer and has been installed after due 
calibration in the utility laboratory, the same shall not be replaced 
without verifying the correctness of the meter at the installation 
point.  For the purpose of verification of correctness, the utility will 
check the error of existing meter by verifying the meter constant 
through a phantom load or conducting a dial test or comparing the 
accuracy of the meter with a reference sub-standard meter or by 
putting a check meter in series with the existing meter or by any 
recognized practical method for site testing of accuracy of energy 
meters backed by sound principles of electrical engineering and 
technology.  The report of the checking would be given to the 
consumer before removing the meter from the consumer’s 
premises.  The recovery/refund will be worked out based on the 
power consumption during last six months adjusting for the error 
indicated during verification and the recovery/refund will be 
adjusted by the licensee in the next billing cycle. 

 
2. A meter supplied by the consumer shall not ordinarily be removed 

from site by licensee for calibration/checking purpose to a 
laboratory except when it is not practically feasible to verify the 
functioning of meter at site through any of the above-mentioned 
means.  A meter whenever so required will be removed and sealed 
in the presence of the consumer who would duly authenticate the 
seal by appending his/her signatures.  The meter would then be 
sent for testing to the laboratory and the testing would be carried 
out within one week and in presence of the consumer if so desired 
by him/her. 

 
3. In case a meter owned by the consumer is found defective, the 

consumer would be asked to provide another meter at his own cost 
within two days and the same shall be got calibrated and replaced 
within another three days.  In case the consumer fails to provide 
his own meter within two days the utility will replace the meter at its 
cost and levy the meter rentals and meter security to the consumer 
as applicable. In the event of consumer declining to accept the 
replacement of his defective meter with utility’s meter, supply will 
be disconnected without any further notice.  The defective meter of 
the consumer would, however, be returned to him/her in any case. 

 
4. Normally the meter owned and installed by the consumer shall not be 

replaced unless the same is found defective.  However, in cases 
where meter owned by the consumer is sought to be removed by 
the utility for any other purpose, such as checking the utility shall 
reimburse the cost of such meter removed at the prevalent market 
rate/licensee’s issued rate whichever is more and no meter rent/ 
meter security will be charged from the consumer. 

 
5. As per the existing program the electromechanical meters already 

installed are being replaced with electronic meters purchased by 
the utility.  In cases where the licensee has replaced the meter 
owned by the consumer without checking it and returned the meter 



to the consumer which otherwise was in good working condition, 
the utility shall not levy any meter rent/meter security from the 
consumer so as to avoid double investment by the consumer. 

 
6. As per existing instructions, the cost of repairs/replacement of 

defective/damaged meter is chargeable to the consumer, in case 
the defect/damage is caused by the conditions attributable to the 
consumer.  Since the meter equipment is installed by the utility, it is 
the responsibility of the utility to protect the meter and to ensure 
that    it is in healthy working condition for which the utility should 
ensure that the meter is installed properly and at the location which 
has due protection against weather conditions.  In case it is found 
later on that the consumer has failed to provide enough protection 
to the meter or has removed the already provided protection or has 
not provided isolating devices so as to prevent travelling of 
installation fault to the meter, a one week notice be served upon 
the consumer to provide to take corrective action, which should be 
properly indicated in the notice. 
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